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PREPARE THE LESSON 
Gather your materials: 

PRINT The Whole Hand Rules Chart along with the icons and pieces. 
PRINT the large icons for each rule on The Whole Hand Rules. 
ENSURE that the Interactive Curriculum is compatible with your device. 

Objectives: 
Understand that water is dangerous and there are rules we can follow to be safer around it 
Learn the phrase "water safety" 
Learn The Whole Hand Rules and how we can use them every day 
Identify sources of water like bathtubs, pools, beaches, and lakes 
Learn who a grown up can be 

TEACH THE WHOLE HAND RULES - Use the script below OR watch the video on the Interactive Curriculum 

If you have printed The Whole Hand Rules Chart assemble it to match the image above. Use the large icons to share pictures of the Rules. 
Teacher: Today, we are going to learn The Whole Hand Rules of water safety. These are safer choices we can make BEFORE we go near any kind of 
water, even at home. Do you know what the word "SAFE" means? SAFE means to make a choice that keeps us from getting hurt. What do you 
think "WATER SAFETY" means? When we talk about water safety , we will learn about choices we can make near water to keep our bodies from 
getting hurt. Water is fun, but it can be very dangerous. Can you think of some places where you can find water? Answers: A pool, bathtub, beach, 
river, a backyard, buckets, ponds, sinks, toilets, kiddie pools, and more Let's talk about ways that we can be SAFER. 

THE WHOLE HAND RULE #1 WAIT FOR A GROWN UP 
Teacher: The first Whole Hand Rule is WAIT FOR A GROWN UP. You should always wait for a grown up before going in or near 
water. You can remember this rule by pointing to a grown up! Can you point to a grown up? Who are some grown ups that you 
know? Emphasize a GROWN UP versus buddies and friends. A grown up is someone like your parents, grandparents, aunts, 
uncles, teachers, or babysitters. You should wait for a grown up and ask for permission before going near water, even at home. 
Who should you wait for before going near water? Answers: A grown up - Mom, Dad, teacher, grandparent, babysitter, etc. 
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Hand Motion: Point to a grown up

Gather your materials:

PRINT the large icon Wait For A Grown Up

ENSURE that the Interactive Curriculum is compatible with your device.

Objectives:

Learn who a grown up can be

Understand that asking for permission is the first step before going near any kind of water

Learn the Wait For A Grown Up Song

PREPARE THE LESSON
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If you have printed the large icon, use it to show the picture of the rule.

Teacher:  Simple rules can help keep you safer around water. When we talk about water safety we mean making choices around water that keep 

you from getting hurt. Can you think of some places where you can find water? Answers: A pool, bathtub, beach, river, a backyard, buckets, ponds, 

sinks, toilets, kiddie pools, and more  

• This picture means WAIT FOR A GROWN UP. Hold up WAIT FOR A GROWN UP card. You should always wait for a grown up before getting in the

pool or going near water, even at home.

• We can remember this rule by pointing to a grown up! Help kids remember this rule by pointing to a grown up in the room when you see this.

• Who are some grown ups that we know? Need them to understand that people like Mom, Dad, teachers, babysitters, aunts, uncles, and

grandparents are grown ups. Their friends are NOT grown ups. Stay safer by ALWAYS waiting for a grown up before going into or near water

like pools, bathtubs, beaches, and rivers. Can you think of other places that might have water? Your grown up is someone like your mom, your

dad, your grandparent or your teacher. Are you a grown up? No. You are kids, and you all are awesome!

• Let's sing a song about waiting for a grown up. Are you ready? Repeat after me. Sing "Wait For a Grown Up" (ON NEXT PAGE) twice, with the

students repeating after each line. Audio version of this song can be found on the online resource page.

TEACH WAIT FOR A GROWN UP - Use the script below OR watch the video on the Interactive Curriculum
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WAIT FOR A GROWN UP
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•     After singing the song twice ask these questions:

 •     Where can you find water? Pool, bathtub, backyard, beach, river, pond

 •     Who should you wait for if you want to get in the bathtub? A grown up, Mom or Dad, Grandma, Grandpa, babysitter

 •     Who should you wait for if you want to go swimming? A grown up, Mom or Dad, my teacher

 •     Should you ever go swimming by yourself? Only correct answer: No, I should wait for a grown up.

 •     Should you ever get in the water by yourself, even at home? Only correct answer: No, I should wait for a grown up.

 •     Who do we know that is a grown up? Mom, Dad, teacher, swimming teacher, grandparents, babysitter, etc.

Lesson wrap up: Sing the song one more time, all together. You may also review The Whole Hand Rules chart and matching hand motions. 



PREPARE THE LESSON 
Gather your materials: 

PRINT the large icon Grown Ups Should Watch You 
ENSURE that the Interactive Curriculum is compatible with your device. 

Objectives: 
• Learn who a grown up can be • What is a distraction
• Where grown ups should watch you • How to remind our grown up to watch us around water

TEACH CROWN UPS SHOULD WATCH YOU - Use the script below OR watch the video on the Interactive Curriculum 

If you have printed the large icon, use it to show the picture of this rule. 
Teacher: Simple rules can help keep you safer around water. When we talk about water safety we mean making choices around water that keep 
you from getting hurt. Can you think of some places where you can find water? Answers: A pool, bathtub, beach, river, a backyard, buckets, ponds, 
sinks, toilets, kiddie pools, and more Let's talk about ways that we can be SAFER. 
• This picture means GROWN UPS SHOULD WATCH YOU. Hold up GROWN UPS SHOULD WATCH YOU card.
• We can remember this rule by putting on our binoculars! Help kids remember this rule by cupping their hands around their eyes like binoculars.
• Who do we know that is a GROWN UP? Mom, Dad, Aunt, Uncle, Grandma, Grandpa, Babysitter, Camp Counselor, or Teacher.
• Who should watch you when you are around any kind of water like the bathtub, pool, lake, beach, or river? A GROWN UP!
• Grown ups (or adults) need to be WATER WATCHERS for you. That means they should be actively supervising you and completely undistracted.
• A "distraction" is something that takes away your attention. If I'm talking to you and someone else calls your name, THAT is a distraction. Can you

think of some things that can be a distraction to grown ups? Good answers: PHONES, friends, other children, reading books, cooking, chores like
laundry and cleaning, siblings, and more.

• If your grown up becomes distracted, you can POLITELY remind them to watch you by saying, "Hey, Grown Up! Please watch me while I'm
around water:' Practice saying that now!

Lesson wrap up: Review GROWN UPS SHOULD WATCH YOU and hand motion. 
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